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Executive
Summary
O

pen banking – commercial banking models predicated on the sharing of
customer information with third parties – is poised to become the norm in many
East Asian markets.
This paper, based on original research, identifies the commercial opportunities
for all participants, as well as recognizes some of the barriers to adoption.
The biggest barrier is one of perception: most bankers have a good grasp of
open banking but think it will benefit other industry players more, specifically
fintechs and banks own customers. Current business practices are not “fit for
purpose” in the coming world of collaborative business models with major
concerns about measures being put in place to assure safety and security.
But make no mistake: that new world is coming. Open banking is already the
law of the land in the European Union, thanks to its Payment Services Directive
of 2015, while in the United States it has become accepted market practice.
In the Asia-Pacific region, regulators are making open banking a new reality.
But their approach is “soft”, leaving banks and fintechs with plenty of latitude
regarding implementation.
Commercial drivers will therefore play a bigger role in most Asian markets for
open-banking models. This paper will argue that open banking is a win for
consumers, fintechs, merchants – and banks.
How to achieve this, when so many questions remain, over data privacy and
protection, cyber security, fiduciary responsibility, and commercial uses?
This paper will therefore suggest how financial institutions and fintechs in East
Asian markets can benefit from pursuing robust open-banking business.
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Banks Attitudes:
Surprising Results

protections and safeguards of
sensitive customer information,
and liabilities in the event of a data
breach.

I

n Asia Pacific, including Hong
Kong, Singapore and Australia, banks
have been slow to adopt measures
to make their customer information
shareable. In particular, most banks
have been slow to use APIs (applied
programming interfaces), which
is software to connect data and
features across operating systems
and applications. It lets apps talk to
each other.
“Open API” refers to APIs that are
publically available to developers,
which in the context of banking
means any third party (such as a
fintech, an e-commerce site, or a
merchant) can demand access to the
bank’s API if requested by the bank’s
customer.
No institution enjoys being told to
open their databases to anyone (even
if it’s based on customer requests).
This is a new experience for banks,
which traditionally have served as
guardians of customer information.
Banks may feel such rules are a
competitive threat, or a security risk.
There are outstanding questions
about what constitutes consent,
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There are also mundane reasons
for banks’ slow adoption of open
APIs, even when required by law:
for example, a lack of I.T. personnel
familiar with API integrations.
This slow progress has led some
fintechs to accuse banks of footdragging. While this may be
sometimes true, this paper argues
that commercial banks are actually
important supporters of open
banking regimes – but in specific
circumstances.
This conclusion stems from a new
survey conducted by gini enterprise,
an open-data fintech based in
Hong Kong, which questioned over
300 fintech-industry professionals
during Hong Kong Fintech Week
and Singapore Fintech Festival in
November 2019.
The results demonstrated
consistently that bankers are more
aware of open APIs than the broader
fintech industry, that they are more
supportive of open-banking models,
and are the most likely to see this
leading to revenue-generating
business.
But banks are also more likely to regard
sharing data as primarily benefiting
third parties.
3

What the
Industry Says

1. Who’s the biggest winner
of Open APIs?
1.20 %
12.05 %

27
.9
8%

Do you feel you have a good understanding
of what “open API” means and how it works?

%
39.76

8%
43.5

%
.89
22

5%
.3
37
28
.44
%

I’m still trying to understand ...

W

e asked respondents whether
they had a good understanding of
what “Open API” means and how it
works. A larger proportion of people
working at banks say they understand
open APIs better than the general
industry (37% versus 28.4%), and
fewer than one in five bankers said
they didn’t understand it.
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Only 20% of bankers saw themselves
as the winners from open APIs even
though 70% say sharing customer
data is the future of their business.
Some of their pessimism comes from
concerns regarding cyber threats and
muddy regulation.
This suggests that frameworks for
open APIs are not well suited to
banks’ business models, but it also
suggests the barrier is, to a large
degree, around making data-sharing
safe and secure. To realize this

fintech

2. Ease of sharing
customer data is:

consumer-facing companies
banks, lenders, and insurers
consumers
other

requires regulatory support and solid
I.T. integrations, but it also requires
a mindset shift among financial
institutions. (See full Survey Results here)
So does the notion that bankers
won’t be the greatest beneficiary: the
discussion around open APIs needs
to demonstrate that incumbents
are winners if they are genuinely
interested in making life better for
their customers and counterparts.

bank

I have a good understanding ...

31.33 %

respondents

I have a basic understanding...

So it seems that bankers are more
on top of open APIs than others.
This could be due to banks having
the most exposure to this issue, as
it’s primarily their data that must be
shared.

19.28 %

non-bank

Bank respondents

And bankers were more likely than
the industry at large to express
the hope that open API leads to
“new revenue opportunities in new
business segments.”

36.14 %

respondents

non-bank respondents

Similarly, a greater portion of bankers
(70%) responded that ease of
sharing customer data is “the future
of my business” than respondents
at technology companies,
consultancies, investors, or other
industry players.

“Only 20% of
bankers saw
themselves as the
winners from open
APIs even though
70% say sharing
customer data is
the future of their
business” 1,2
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The future of my business
Unclear as to whether or not it
matters to me
Maybe important to others, but not
to me
Stop this madness
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Bankers’
Concerns

T

he conclusion from this survey is
that, in an environment of regulatory
uncertainty, open APIs will be
adopted most quickly when banks
see ways to use them to generate
revenues.

open APIs are most useful for her
users. But both the bank and its users
worry about keeping that information
secure and private. They also worry
about whether this activity is fully
regulated.

Follow-ups with individual
participants, as well as sourcing
bankers’ opinions from conferences
and private events, adds nuance to
this outlook.

Conclusion: Clarifying regulation
will encourage banks to share
more customer data.

One banker who works on an inhouse mobile wallet offering says
6

A second issue is just how great a
benefit does open API deliver to the
user. Bankers recognize the business
cases for, say, helping a user view

their savings and spending history
via third-party partners. But does the
marginal benefit to the user outweigh
the marginal cost involved in creating
this?

Conclusion: More parties are
required to generate greater user
experiences.
Finally, a banker working on data- and
algorithm-driven customer solutions
says his bank has been happy to work
with data from Big Tech third parties
such as Google (assuming consumer

consent).
Because those Big Tech companies
are considered reliable, banks trust
them when it comes to security and
privacy, in a way they might not when
it comes to partnering with fintechs.
But in this case, the bank is not
the one sharing the user data: it’s
Google. Getting the bank to open
up its own coffers is another story.
Some of this is about money but a lot
of it is culture. “Banks won’t lead the
change,” this person said.
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Conclusion: End-to-end open

API-based services need a large
market opportunity, both in terms
of potential revenues and in the
number of participants able to
share data.
A third senior banker with experience
in both London and Hong Kong
notes that banks in the U.K. do work
with fintechs and third-party banks
to amalgamate consumer finances.
Within this ecosystem, if the bank
declines a consumer loan, it can
refer the user to another lender (for
a referral fee). In the U.K., where
open banking has been ongoing for
a decade, banks realize customer
expectations have changed. But they
are finding it difficult to scale openbanking ecosystems to match that
expectation while protecting their
business margins.
Conclusion: Banks realize openAPIs are vital to meeting consumer
demands, but they also need
solutions to bring down their own
costs to match these opportunities.
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Open
Banking,
Open Data
T

hese challenges mean that it will
take time, and trial and error, for open
banking norms to be widely accepted.
The good news is that the quadruplewin of open banking offers real use
cases, and specific paths to make
them commercially attractive. These
will take time to emerge, because
open banking is an evolutionary,
iterative process. It will take time
for all parties to work out the right
standards, protections, and revenue
models.
Here are eight reasons why financial
institutions will come to embrace
open APIs.
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Digital banking will make
open APIs necessary

makes that country an emerging leader in
digital infrastructure.)

Banks are experimenting with digitalonly banking models. Some notable
examples are DBS’s digibank brand
in India and Indonesia; UOB Bank’s
TMRW brand in Thailand.

Financial services
are becoming more about
open-source development

The rise of neo-banks has led
incumbents such as Standard
Chartered and Bank of China to
back Hong Kong-licensed virtual
banks. Individual banks are also
reinventing their businesses. Citi is
leading the charge toward open APIs,
while HSBC’s PayMe is a successful
experiment in promoting its own
mobile wallet.
In most cases however these remain
proprietary models, with banks more
likely to receive data (with consumer
consent) from consumer-facing
partners rather than share their own
with fintechs or merchants. Citi is a
notable exception.
However it seems likely that
digital-banking models will require
ever greater sharing of data. In
Asia Pacific, those models will
vary between developed markets
(Australia, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong
and Singapore) and emerging
markets in Southeast Asia, with
Taiwan in the middle.
(China remains exceptional due to its AliPay/
WeChat Pay duopoly, while the “India Stack”
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Understanding customer journeys
means depending more on fintechs
or consumer-facing entities. Fintechs
offer valuable expertise in many niche
areas of technology. Increasing needs
for flexible computing is already
driving banks towards cloud vendors.
Bank cultures are gradually changing
to reflect the new reality that financial
institutions can’t do everything by
themselves. Open APIs will make
outsourcing far more efficient for
banks.
Banks should also be aware that
customer data is already being
appropriated, legally, through screen
scraping. When companies engage
in screen scraping (with consumer
consent), banks are powerless to stop
it.
Formalizing these relationships
through open APIs is safer, more
efficient, and gives banks a say in
how data moves among participants.
It also enables banks to be involved in
end-to-end consumer experiences.
Finally, a range of new platform
marketplaces are emerging to share
APIs in a safe, secure manner.

“Open banking
in these markets
will help financial
institutions
monetize their
customer data
through APIs ”
Examples include JETCO, a Hong
Kong ATM network that has launched
an API exchange for member
banks, fintechs, comparison sites
and merchants. Another is APIX, a
matching service and collaborative
sandbox for fintechs and banks that
is backed in part by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS).

3

The seismic shift from
branch-based to mobile-based
banking will make data-sharing
a necessity

Doing so will become a competitive
advantage around payments,
customer identity, and analytics. To
apply for a loan at a branch-based
bank involves showing up in person
and going through bank statements
and credit histories. In the digital
world, this will require accessing data
from outside sources – especially in

emerging markets that lack credit
bureaus or in populations of the
financially excluded.

4

The starting point is
customer identity
This is why the consumer is at the
center of Australia’s Consumer Data
Rights Act, which says data collected
about the consumer belongs to them,
particularly as it relates to payments
and transactions. This means
financial institutions have to share
customer data when that customer
requests it.
This legislation is a major driver of
neo-bank launches in Australia today,
but it also gives domestic banks a
new opportunity to compete on the
same basis – with the advantages
of incumbency. Because Australia’s
data law applies to other industries
beyond banking, it also creates
conditions by which banks will want
to partner with telcos, energy utilities
and other large entities, in which
open APIs will be the glue binding
their new business propositions.

5

Open banking in these
markets will help financial
institutions monetize their
customer data through APIs
This will be even truer in
Southeast Asian markets that lack
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Australia’s traditional credit-bureau
infrastructure. So far governments in
Southeast Asia have not addressed
open-banking mandates. But the
commercial business case for sharing
customer data is even stronger.
The lack of traditional financial
entities means banks become
important partners to verify a
customer’s identity when they want to
use third-party services.
Fintechs can play an important role
linking sources of data – for example,
mobile phone metadata or records,
which can be efficiently processed
through API infrastructure.
These will be services that customers
will be willing to pay for. But it will
also go a long way to helping banks
streamline customer onboarding and,
later, provide personalized offerings.
Open APIs are the necessary
foundation to enable these other
value-added services.

6

Incumbents can take
advantage of their brand to
help customers make informed
choices around data consent

Financial institutions remain trusted
by consumers. People may not love
their bank, but they know they can
rely on the bank to safeguard their
deposits.
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This poses a risk as well. Open APIs
will lead to governance risks. If there
is a breach or an error, customers
are most likely to blame the bank,
even if the fault lies with a third party.
Regulators will also put the onus of
governance on banks.
This is a cost to banks. But banks are
also in the best position to define the
rules around best practices, because
they have a long history of industry
lobbying, government relations, and
compliance.
A good example of this is Hong Kong,
where the leading money-issuing
banks (HSBC, Bank of China, and
Standard Chartered) are leading a
taskforce to define benchmarks and
standards for open APIs under the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority’s
drive to make these mandatory.
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If the playing field is
considered fair, all parties will
be more likely to collaborate on
shared data
Financial institutions believe that
they face unfair competition from Big
Tech firms such as Alibaba, Amazon,
Apple, Facebook, Flipkart, Google
and Tencent.
DBS Bank CEO Piyush Gupta has
been among the most vocal bank
executives to suggest Big Tech
has the upper hand in commercial
15

relationships: that it is the banks, not
the internet giants, who are giving up
data.
Banks recognize these firms have
massive amounts of data, superior
analytics capabilities, and scale – all
the things that financial institutions
also want. But they lack the same
regulatory scrutiny or compliance
culture.
Similarly, fintechs (and sometimes
banks) struggle to deploy concepts
developed in regulatory sandboxes
– not just because of commercial
uncertainty. The holdup can be that
regulators don’t know when an idea is
“proven”.
The many uncertainties around open
banking mean regulators in Asia
Pacific are reluctant to mandate clear,
proscriptive rules. In Hong Kong,
the Hong Kong Monetary Authority
(HKMA) wants the private sector to
determine standards. In Singapore,
the MAS has left open APIs to the
banks to set the pace. In Southeast
Asia, governments have not yet set
out open-banking rules of any kind.
Instead of pushing authorities to be
more specific with regard to open API
rules, the industry should consider
lobbying for data rules that apply
equally to financial institutions, Big
Tech, fintech, and consumer-facing
corporations.
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Emerging markets will
drive the biggest use cases
The earliest adoptions of open APIs
are in developed countries, partly
because it is in these places where
regulators have been the most
proactive around open APIs. The
European Union’s PSD2 directive
mandated banks share customer
data. Australia now has its open-data
law. And the HKMA has launched
a phased approach to mandatory
sharing.
But the biggest opportunity will
probably be in countries with low
levels of bank and credit-card
penetration, and where there are
challenges around verifying customer
identities. Open APIs can be used to
help lenders approve credit lines in
countries without established credit
bureaus, or with large populations of
people who lack a formal borrowing
history. This is where financial
institutions, fintechs and other parties
can solve real problems – but to do so
will require collaborating on data.

Final
Conclusion
R

eaching new customer segments
effectively requires a platform
approach, in which a bank takes
deposits and manages reporting, but
outsources niche areas of product
and services to fintechs, and relies
on big consumer-facing entities to
source business. This is a fee-income
business, upon which interest-rate
business can be layered. Emerging
markets offer banks the best
opportunity to transform themselves
into technology-based, Banking-as-aService platforms.

models need to be fit for purpose.
Open banking supports exchanges
that are mutually beneficial and not
just transactional. That requires
confidence in the regulation around
data sharing, robust technology for
securing data, and a business culture
that rewards solution designs that
truly benefit banks’ customers.

Such ambitions are best realized
within an open-API regime. But
to realize this, bankers’ business
17

Survey
Results

6. Who’s the biggest winner of
open APIs in financial services?
non-bank

2. Do you feel you have a good
understanding of what “open
API” means and how it works?

Bank

12%

27
.9
8%

28%
12%

respondents

1%

respondents

1. what type of industry do you
work for?

0

%
.89
22

20

40

60

80

100

0

20

40

60

80

100

8%
43.5

%
39.76

Fintechs/techfin
Customers and clients

13%

Banks, lenders, insurers – if they get it right
16%

5%
.3
37

19%

Consumer-facing companies (e-commerce,
merchants)

BANKING

insurance

I have a basic understanding...
I have a good understanding ...

Bank

60

0

50

20

40

60

80

100

Security/cyber threat concerns

40

Regulation too passive or muddLed

30
non-bank
respondents
bank
respondents

Lack of obvious use cases (revenues/cost
savings)

0

20

40

60

80

100

New revenue opportunities in new business
segments
Personalization of my existing product sets

20

Lack of data analytics to provide people
with actionable insights

Mass efficiencies in operations

10

Lack of IT people to build integrations

Greater customer satisfaction/retention
Greater risk awareness/management

0

Too few players/not enough industry
uptake

Awesome!
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respondents

Bank

3. When I say “open
API”, what word
comes TO MIND?

respondents

I’m still trying to understand...

non-bank

other

Bank respondents

respondents

government/
regulation

7. What do you hope open API leads to?
non-bank

technology

non-bank respondents

respondents

fintech

consulting/
investor/vc

Other

5. What’s the biggest impediment to
using open APIs in your business?

28
.44
%

INTRIGUING!

PROBLEM

HUH?

Other

Other
Keeping my institution relevant in the
coming years
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About Us

In 2018, gini launched the city first personal financial management (PFM) app
with the mission of making it easy for anyone to be great at managing their
finances. Now with tens of thousands of users across Asia, banks are using
gini’s data enrichment technology to provide engaging experiences to their
customers - increasing loyalty and sales.
To empower more people to have a stress-free financial life, gini has extended
their footprint to B2B sector. The cutting edge data-driven banking solutions
help banks better understand unstructured big data, gain greater insight into
customers’ lives and deliver a personalised digital banking experience.
gini enterprise solution offers the core technology from the gini app, including
the data enrichment solution, white-label application and aggregation. Using
gini’s data enrichment APIs, banks’ customers can better understand their
spending patterns and behaviours. Through digesting these data patterns –
such as the correlation between cash balance and engagement on payday,
gini can help banks target the most relevant customer segments for offers and
products. All products are available as ‘plug and play’ solutions, which are fast,
secure and can be easily implemented with minimal impact to the institutions’
core infrastructure.

DigFin is Asia’s go-to source for insight into digital finance and fintech.
Launched in 2017, DigFin provides news and research into how banks,
insurers, asset managers, brokers and payments companies are transforming
their business models.
Sign up for DigFin’s daily newsletter to receive free articles, use cases, and
fintech-related analysis, covering big data, blockchain, artificial intelligence,
cloud, quantum, mobile, and other technologies changing the face of finance.
DigFin is published by Digital Finance Media Limited, a Hong Kong-registered
company.

Get in touch today!
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